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Abstract - Leakage in fittings is a common mode of failure. Robust design of fittings that accommodates all the factors 
causing leakage in fitting is necessary. Primarily, leakage in fitting will occur at the sealing location between nut and union. 
All the factors affecting sealing pressure of fitting are listed and methodology is devised to quantify them and compare it 
with minimum sealing pressure that avoids leakage. This helps fitting design to make it robust and avoid leakage during its 
operating life. This paper suggests a methodology and means to quantify these factors and compare it with minimum sealing 
pressure to avoid leakage. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

A fitting is typically used in systems to connect 

straight pipes, tubing sections or hoses for 

transferring fluid / air. Fittings are used to change the 

direction of fluid supply from main pipes / tubes / 
hoses to subsidiary pipes / tubes / hoses. The 

connection established by fittings, adapt to different 

sizes or shapes. The connections then are used for 

multiple other purposes, such as regulating the fluid 

flow, measuring the fluid flow, redirecting the fluid 

flowetc. Fittings can be of many types ranging from 

elbows, tees, cross, caps, couplings, unions, nipples 

etc. Also, the fittings are made up of varied materials 

ranging from metal to polymers. The paper discusses 

about straight metal fittings used to connect tubes and 

for high pressure fluid applications. 
 

Leakage of fittings during operation can be because 

of multiple reasons. Few are listed below: 

a. Corrosion: As the system ages, rust and other 

forms of corrosion eat away fittings and in turn 

leading to system failure 

b. Clogged lines: Clogging of lines cause 

inconvenience and in turn burst or overflow 

c. Excess fluid pressure: Excess or uneven 

pressures can strain the joints and its failure 

d. Loose connection: Loosening of fittings due to 

continuous vibrations is common phenomenon 
leading to leakage 

e. Rapid temperature changes: Unexpected extreme 

temperature changes can force fitting joints to 

expand and contract and in turn cracking of the 

joints 

 

The above reasons for fitting leakage can potentially 

be avoided with appropriate care, routine 

maintenance and laying down strict usage guidelines. 

However, leakage of fittings due to faulty design, 

premature failure against warranty time needs to be 
avoided. The paper discusses about the factors to be 

evaluated in order to avoid such premature failure of 

straight fittings due to inadequate design. 

 

II. STRAIGHT FITTING DESIGN 

 

One of straight fitting designs typically comprises of 
a union, sleeve and nut. Union and sleeve seal against 

each other due to preload provided by nut while 

mating with union. Figure 1explains the cross-section 

of a typical design of straight fitting whereas Figure 2 

explains typical fitting joint assembly with tubes. 

 

 
Figure 1: Typical Straight Fitting Design 

 

 
Figure 2: Typical Tube & Fitting Joint Assembly 

 

Union and sleeve are connected to the tubings by 

either swaging or welding. The nut is rotated by a 

spanner to tighten it against union threads whereas 

chamfer of nut butts the sleeve to move the sleeve 

towards union. Sealing of the joint happens when 

sleeve surface mates with surface of union by a force 

equal to preload provided by nut (referFigure 3) . The 

mating in turn produces sealing pressure between 

union and sleeve thus avoiding any leakage as we 
have metal to metal face contact with each other. Any 
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reduction in the sealing pressure during its operation 

results into leakage through the fitting joint. 
 

 
Figure 3: Sealing surface in Fitting 

 

III. FACTORS AFFECTING SEALING 

PRESSURE 

 

Sealing pressure of fitting is affected by multiple 

reasons. Figure 4 lists down some of the factors 

affecting sealing pressure of fitting. 

 

 
Figure 4: Factors affecting sealing pressure of fitting 

 

All the factors are crucial and have their own impact 

on sealing pressure, the paper discusses effect of 

vibration, dimensional variation and repetitive 

tightening and loosening of fitting on sealing pressure 

reduction. All the factors affect the sealing pressure 

simultaneously and net reduction in sealing pressure 

is due to combined effect of all the factors. 

3.1. Vibration 

Loosening of fittings under vibration loading is a 
common and most frequently observed mode of 

failure. The phenomenon is exactly similar to a bolted 

joint loosening under continuous vibrating load. The 

loosening of such fitting joints under vibration 

loading is well explained by the theory explained by 

German engineer Gerhard Junker [1]. It says, any 

bolted joint loses its preload when subjected to shear 

loading caused in transverse vibration. For example, 

transverse load in Y or Z axis (refer Figure 5) will 

cause loosening of the fitting joint. 

 

 
Figure 5: Vibration load on fitting joint in transverse direction 

 
This factor can be evaluated either by performing 

actual testing or by virtual simulation techniques like 

finite element analysis [2] [3]. Performing testing 

may not be feasible every time, considering cost and 

time implications and virtual simulation techniques 

are therefore often the preferred way to evaluate the 

effect of vibration on fitting joint loosening.Figure 6 

shows one of the results from finite element 

simulations for simulating fitting joint loosening 

under vibration load. Design engineer can identify 

that sealing pressure between union and sleeve 
reduces with time, thus suggesting the joint 

loosening. The axial force between union and sleeve 

is also observed to reduce with time suggesting again 

the joint loosening. Thus, comparing of sealing 

pressure before application of vibration load with 

sealing pressure after completion of vibration load 

simulation will give us the factor by which sealing 

pressure reduces due to vibration. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Effect of Vibration on Sealing Pressure 
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3.2. Dimensional variations 

Variation in dimensions due to geometry tolerances, 
causes sealing pressure to change considerably. 

Tightening torque provided by nut is dependent upon 

the angle by which nut is tightened. Variation in 

tightening will result in change in the tightening 

torque. Also, variation in sleeve and union surfaces 

sealing against each other will cause change in the 

area coming in contact and in turn the sealing 

pressure developed. 

 

This effect can be very well predicted using finite 

element analysis with a structured design of 

experiments performed capturing all the geometry 
variations. The sealing pressure resulted for each 

geometry is identified and a transfer function is built 

using the same. The built transfer function can then 

be used for performing sensitivity study using 

dedicated software and in turn the variation in sealing 

pressure due to dimensional variation (refer Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7: Effect of dimensional variation on sealing pressure 

 

 
 

Thus, factorcausing reduction in sealing pressure due 
to dimensional variation can be identified by 

comparing minimum sealing pressure observed with 

maximum sealing pressure observed in the sensitivity 

study. 

 

3.3. Frequent tightening and loosening of fitting 

joint 

Fittings are to be assembled and dis-assembled during 

its lifetime. This frequent assembling and dis-

assembling of fitting causes change in the sealing 

pressure. Mating of union and sleeve due to nut 

preload causes their respective surfaces to yield as 
tightening preload is considerable and stresses in nut 

and union go beyond yield limit of the components. 

Frequent tightening and loosening of fitting joint 

causes union and sleeve mating surface to undergo 

frequent cycles of yielding. Thus, permanent 

deformation of mating surfaces happens due to 

Bauschinger effect. Change in the mating surfaces of 

union and sleeve alters the sealing area. As, sealing 

pressure (in simple terms) can be summarized as 

tightening preload divided by mating surface area 

change in mating area will change the sealing 

pressure developed. 
 

This effect can also be evaluated by finite element 

analysis techniques by performing non-linear elasto-

plastic analysis. Thus, the ratio of sealing pressure 

after simulation over sealing pressure at start of 

simulation gives us the factor. Refer Figure 8 for one 

such example of tightening loosening simulation 

results. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Effect of frequent tightening and loosening of fitting 

on sealing pressure 

 

3.4 Initial Sealing Pressure & Sealing Pressure at 

which leakage initiates 

In order to compare the reduction of sealing pressure 

due to different factors, it is necessary to identify 

sealing pressure at initial conditions with fitting 

subjected to no loading and dimensions nominal. 

Initial sealing pressure can be identified by 
performing simulation with nominal dimensions. The 

value can be validated with actual testing [4] for the 

initial conditions. Minimum value of sealing pressure 

to have no leakage can also be identified from testing 

and same can be compared with sealing pressure 

(resultant)to conclude if the design meets the sealing 

pressure requirements or not. 

 

3.5. Concluding the results 

Thus, the reduction in sealing pressure due to 

combined effect can be summarized as: 

 
Sealing pressure (resultant) = (F vibration x F dimensional-variation 

x Ftightening-loosening) x Sealing-Pressureinitial 

 

If Sealing pressure(resultant)is > Sealing pressure 

(minimum), the design meets the sealing pressure 

requirement and will meet the qualification 

requirements. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The methodology described helps quantify the effect 
of different factors on sealing pressure of a straight 

tube fitting and conclude in advance if the design 

meets the qualification requirements. It also helps 
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engineer to design a robust fitting for the 

requirement. 
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